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Enjoy the days of old while keeping track of the days to come with a vintage or retro 
calendar from Asgard Press. 
Our large format calendars have spacious grids with plenty of room for notes and events, so you can keep track of your 
year while enjoying images from years gone by.
Every 2024 calendar title is built on a vintage or retro theme featuring historical photographs, artwork and illustrations, 
and is produced with art-quality printing on archival paper. Each monthly image is carefully curated and meticulously 
restored, perforated for easy removal from the calendar, and sized to fit easy-to-find 11”x14” standard frames. You can 
continue to enjoy your framed vintage images for years to come!

Remove 
monthly 

image 
page at the 

perforations.

Frame
and

enjoy!

our larger format beats the competition our
calendars

•  Larger 11”x14” high-quality 
art prints that are perforated 
for easy removal and fit 
easy-to-find, standard-sized 
frames

•  Thick, archive-quality paper 
and art-quality printing

•  Wire ring binding means  
calendar pages lay flat

• L arge grids with plenty of 
room for notes

•  Many titles include 
expanded captions and 
commentary 

their traditional
square format

12”x12”, opens to 12”x24”
Thinner paper  

that does not lay flat
Smaller image size with poor fit

Smaller grid size,  
less room for notes

our 2024
vertical format

11”x15”, opens to 11”x30”

our 2024
horizontal format

Both vertical and horizontal images  
fit the same 11”x14” frames

14”x12”, opens to 14”x24”
Contact Asgard Press at 
csr@asgardpress.com or 
call 302-295-8992 with 
questions or to order.



Take flight through 
a history of 
ornithological art 
with this collection 
of scientifically 
accurate bird 
illustrations.

Bring Springtime 
to your home 
year-round with 
this stunning 
collection of antique 
botanical and floral 
illustrations.

Vintage Birds 
SKU: BRD24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368425

Vintage Botanicals 
SKU: BOT24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368432

Prepare to be 
amazed by the 
conjurers of yore 
with this evocative 
collection of vintage 
illustrated magic 
show poster art.

Flip and tilt your 
way through a visual 
history of pinball 
with this collection 
of photographs 
of vintage 
pinball machines 
accompanied 
by informative 
commentary.

Vintage Magic 
SKU: MAG24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368494

Vintage Pinball 
SKU: PIN24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368531

Take a patriotic and 
nostalgic journey 
across America 
with this collection 
of vintage travel 
and National Parks 
posters from the 
1910s to 1940s.

Revisit the history of 
America’s pasttime 
with this collection 
of vintage baseball 
cards featuring the 
rare and collectible 
Gold Borders T205 
series, photos, and 
commentary.

Vintage America 
SKU: VAM24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368395

Vintage Baseball Cards 
SKU: BAS24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368418

2024
Calendar

extended commentary extended commentary

extended commentary

extended commentary
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Rally the troops 
to revisit the war 
effort with this 
collection of vintage 
World War I and 
World War II posters 
accompanied by 
commentary about 
their history.

Grab your popcorn 
and prepare to 
binge-watch old 
films from the 
Golden Age of 
Hollywood with  
this collection of 
classic movie  
theater poster art.

Vintage War Posters 
SKU: WRP24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368616

Vintage Movie Posters 
SKU: MOV24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368517

Explore the art 
and mythology of 
Japanese woodblock 
prints with this 
collection of
traditional ukiyo-e 
featuring legendary 
and otherwordly 
characters.

Explore the Golden 
Age of travel with 
this collection of 
vintage travel poster 
art accompanied by 
commentary.

Vintage Spirits, Demons & Warriors 
SKU: SDW24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368326

Vintage Travel 
SKU: TRV24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368593

extended commentary

extended commentary extended commentary

NEW

Get ready to sing 
and dance along 
with your favorite 
films with this
collection of classic 
musical movie 
poster art.

Revisit the fearful 
fun of old horror 
films with this 
monstrous
collection of vintage 
movie posters.

Vintage Musicals 
SKU: MUS24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368524

Vintage Monsters 
SKU: MON24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368500

extended commentary

extended commentary

extended commentary
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The Wild West is 
just a wagon ride 
away with this 
collection of vintage 
pulp western fiction 
magazine covers.

Investigate crimes  
of the past with  
this collection of 
Pre-Code crime
comic book art, 
accompanied 
by historical 
commentary.

Vintage Pulp Westerns 
SKU: WES24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368579

Vintage Crime Comics 
SKU: CRI24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368609

Shudder at the 
ghosts of pulp 
fiction past with this 
eerie collection
of classic pulp horror 
magazine covers.

Shudder at the 
ghosts of pulp 
fiction past with this 
eerie collection
of classic pulp horror 
magazine covers.

Vintage Sci-Fi 
SKU: SCF24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368586

Vintage Pulp Horror 
SKU: PHR24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368548

extended commentary

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER

Rediscover 
superheroes of the 
Golden Age with this 
classic collection of
comic book covers, 
accompanied 
by historical 
commentary.

Peek with fearful 
fascination at  
this collection of 
pre-code horror 
comic book art, 
accompanied 
by historical 
commentary.

Vintage Golden Age Comics 
SKU: GAC24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368470

Vintage Horror Comics 
SKU: HRR24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368555

extended commentary extended commentary

BEST
SELLER
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Vintage advertising 
art meets modern 
life in this humorous
calendar of retro 
promotional prints.

Learn more about 
yourself and your 
friends through 
the Zodiac! This 
collection of 
astrology collage 
art prints featuring 
mid-century pinups 
includes a horoscope 
for each sign.

Retro Honesty in Advertising 
SKU: HIA24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368371

Retro Zodiac 
SKU: ZOD24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368388

Fall in love all over 
again with this 
collection of classic 
romance comic book 
art accompanied 
by historical 
commentary.

We’ve taken all 
your favorite old 
Hollywood films and 
replaced the actors
with everyone’s 
favorite pet – cats!

Vintage Romance Comics 
SKU: RMC24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368562

Retro Film Cats 
SKU: CAP24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368364

extended commentary

BEST
SELLER
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continue for more calendars



Feel the wind in your hair as you fly your way through 
a history of aircraft with this photographic collection of 

historical airplanes.

Explore the frontiers of space through artists’ visions of  
past and future missions with this collection of concept art 

from the NASA Image and Video Library.

Soak in the majesty of America’s national parks and 
landmarks with this collection of Ansel Adams photos  

taken for the U.S. National Park Service.

Cheer for your favorite old-fashioned football team with 
these historical photographs from the early days of the 

gridiron, accompanied by commentary.

Vintage Airplaines 
SKU: PLN24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368166

Vintage Art of Space 
SKU: AOS24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368401

Vintage American Landscapes 
SKU: AAP24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368173

Vintage Football 
SKU: FTB24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368456
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Tee off with a tour of classic golf courses showcased  
in this collection of vintage linen postcards  

from the 1930s and 1940s.

Explore life in the 19th century and the story of Currier 
& Ives through this charming collection of vintage 
lithographic prints accompanied by commentary.

Take a paranormal tour of some of the most haunted 
places in America with this collection of ghostly historical 

photography and commentary.

Navigate the world of antique maps with this collection  
of cartographic art spanning the centuries.

Vintage Golf 
SKU: GLF24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368210

Vintage Lithographs 
SKU: LTH24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368227

Vintage Haunted Places 
SKU: HPL24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368234

Vintage Maps 
SKU: MAP24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368289
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Ride off into the sunset each month with this collection  
of historical photos of motorcycles and their riders  

from the 1900s to the 1970s.

Blast off into the past with this collection of historical  
space photos from the 1960s to the 1990s, courtesy of the 

NASA Images and Video Library.

Explore the splendour of America’s great outdoors  
with this collection of National Parks tourism  

postcards from the 1930s - 1940s.

Ride the rails to America’s Golden Age of Travel with this 
collection of historical photos of locomotives and trains.

Vintage Motorcycles 
SKU: MTC24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368296

Vintage Space 
SKU: SPC24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368340

Vintage National Parks 
SKU: NPP24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368302

Vintage Trains 
SKU: TRN24CAL

ISBN: 9781630368357
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extended commentary
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wholesale buyers
If you are a business owner or buyer interested in purchasing 2024 Asgard Press calendars  

for your business, shop or website, please visit our Wholesale Information Page at  
https://www.asgardpress.com/wholesale-information/ or scan this QR code:


